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1. Introduction

Clyde Eagleton famously claimed that ‘power breeds responsibility’.\(^1\) The phrase is frequently quoted with apparent approval in international legal scholarship.\(^2\) The notion is also framed in other terms but with the same underlying idea, for instance in the argument that responsibility originates in control.\(^3\) There is also a strand of literature that transforms the idea into a normative proposition, for instance to the effect that responsibility should reflect power (or capacity, which is a, but related concept).\(^4\)

Assigning responsibility to states on the basis of power makes sense.\(^5\) Power refers to the ability of a state to influence or control other actors, and thereby get another actor to do what it wants, if needed even against its will.\(^6\) In this sense power is essentially a relational phenomenon.\(^7\) In the

---


\(^5\) For present purposes, I limit myself primarily to the responsibility of states.

context of responsibility, a state can exercise power in relation to another person, by making that author to engage in a particular wrongful act. If so, it can be said that it then should be this state that should bear responsibility for the harm, rather than (only) the author of an act. Tracing responsibility to the actor that wields power also is justified on the basis of remedial considerations. If harm is to be prevented, those wielding the power in relation to harmful conduct, should be addressed, rather than those that execute commands. For only the former actors can terminate the wrong or ensure that it is not repeated.\(^8\)

The proposition that power breeds responsibility is particularly relevant in situations where responsibility rests with multiple actors and is thus shared.\(^9\) Such situations increasingly occur as boundaries and territory grow less relevant. As states and other actors engage more and more in concerted action to address global problems across borders, it becomes more difficult to assign responsibility when such concerted action results in harmful outcomes. On what basis do we determine who, out of a multiplicity of involved actors, is to be held responsible, for instance, for harm caused by peace-keeping missions, the global financial crisis, or global environmental problems? While the law of international responsibility provides some answers,\(^10\) it is not well adjusted to situations of shared rather than individual responsibility.\(^11\) The power-breeds-responsibility proposition suggest that power should be a relevant, perhaps even decisive, consideration in allocating responsibility in situations where multiple actors contribute to harm.

---


10 Articles on the Responsibility of State for Internationally Wrongful Acts, ILC Yearbook 2001/II(2) (ARSIWA); Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations, ILC Yearbook 2011/II(2) (ARIO). See for a comprehensive discussion of the answers provided by the existing law of responsibility, A Nollkaemper and I Plakokefalos (eds), Principles of Shared Responsibility in International Law (CUP 2014 forthcoming).

11 Nollkaemper and Jacobs (n 9).
The concept of power is well suited for application in multi-party settings. Power can even be conceptualized as ‘a complex form of organization in which we are all involved.’\[12\] To be useful for analytical (and legal) purposes, it still needs to be connected to human agency. Taylor rightly notes that the notion of power or domination ‘requires some notion of constraint imposed on someone by a process in some way related to human agency. Otherwise the term loses all meaning.’\[13\] However, this certainly need not imply that power is only located in one actor; power can, and often is, exercised by multiple actors at the same time. In legal practice, this is illustrated by a string of cases adjudicated before the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR), such as *Ilascu and others v. Moldova and Russia*,\[14\] *Al-Jedda v UK*,\[15\] and *Jaloud v the Netherlands*.\[16\]

However, despite its apparent allure, it is not immediately obvious that the proposition that power breeds (shared) responsibility is helpful for understanding, let alone solving questions of shared responsibility. Saying that power informs or triggers responsibility is begging the question what type of power trigger what type of responsibility in what way.

Moreover, we need not only distinguish between particular forms of power, but also between particular dimensions of responsibility. The relationship between power and responsibility may appear in different forms if we focus on particular conditions of aspects of responsibility, such as jurisdiction, wrongfulness, and attribution. It will appear that rather than talking about power in relationship to responsibility as a generic concept, it may be helpful to break that concept down in more specific concepts, each having a particular relationship with power.

It is the aim of this paper to refine our understanding of the proposition that power breeds responsibility in the particular context of shared responsibility. After first detailing how power indeed can ‘breed responsibility’ (section 2), this paper will highlight three dimensions in which refinement and qualification are necessary.

First, the paper highlights the ambiguity of the concept of ‘power’. The concept has a variety of possible dimensions and meanings that may or may not point in the same direction. This paper

---

\[12\] Taylor (n 6) 158.
\[13\] ibid 172.
\[14\] *Ilascu and others v Moldova and Russia* App no 48787/99 (ECtHR, 8 July 2004).
\[15\] *Al-Jedda v UK* App no 27021/08 (ECtHR, 7 July 2011).
\[16\] *Jaloud v the Netherlands* App no 47708/08 (ECtHR, 6 October 2008).
will use a broad concept of power, that covers such notions as control and coercion and possibly, though more controversially, even influence. But it is obvious that such terms as control, coercion and influence differ, and that this difference can matter in relation to the law of responsibility. There are also forms of power that seem to lack legal significance in the context of responsibility, though they surely may have legal relevance in other contexts, such as ‘soft’ power or the power to shape the development of international rules (I will refer to this below as productive power). Moreover, there are relevant distinctions between legal and factual forms of power. For instance, the legal power of the United Nations (UN) seems a relevant consideration in determining responsibility for an act of a person formally acting under UN command; this power may coexist with factual power exercised by another person. Understanding when and how power does or does not breed responsibility requires, first of all, that we recognize the multiple meanings of power and their different implications (section 3).

Second, in situations of (potentially) shared responsibility, where multiple actors contribute to harmful outcomes, the power of one actor needs to be understood in relation to the power of the other actors involved. In certain cases, the power of one actor can co-exist with the power of others, while in other cases it may override it. In the latter case, responsibility should only be assigned to the former actor. In other words, the power of one actor may render irrelevant, for legal purposes, the power of another actor in relation to the author of a wrongful act. If so, the power of the latter actor does not breed responsibility at all. Understanding when and how power does or does not breed responsibility, requires that we acknowledge the relational and relative nature of power (section 4).

Third, power itself may be constituted or influenced by the law of responsibility. The relationship between power and responsibility is characterized by a fundamental duality. While the law of responsibility seeks to curtail power, it also is an instrument by which states exercise

---

17 Baldwin (n 7). It seems that it was also in this broad sense that Eagleton used the concept, see Eagleton, International organization and the law of responsibility (n 3) 385-386.
18 See P Morriss, Power: A Philosophical Analysis (Manchester University Press 1987) 8, who argues against collapsing such terms.
power and that protects power.\textsuperscript{21} The law of responsibility may help a state in getting other actors to do what it wants.\textsuperscript{22} It also may legitimize such efforts. For instance, the law of responsibility leaves states much space to exercise power without engaging their international responsibility, thereby legitimizing such exercise of power.\textsuperscript{23} One example of many is that it allows states to exercise power in the decision-making process of international organisations without engaging their international responsibility.\textsuperscript{24} In this respect, not only can power be used to allocate responsibility to all actors that actually contribute to the harmful outcomes, but it can also lead to, and justify, blame-shifting (section 5).

Section 6 concludes that while generally speaking power indeed is highly relevant in explaining the allocation of responsibility between multiple parties, the proposition that `power breeds responsibility` hides many nuances and complexities. Power is best considered as a compound concept that can take different forms, which may pull in different directions, depending on the perspective from which power is analysed and the context in which it is applied. Occasionally, it also may shield actors from responsibility rather than subject them to such responsibility, and thereby impede rather than enables the determination of shared responsibility. In this sense, the proposition that power breeds (shared) responsibility is somewhat question-begging, as the real question is what type of power triggers what type of responsibility in what situations.

2. The general proposition: power breeds responsibility


\textsuperscript{22} See (n 6).


The connection between power and responsibility is essentially a moral statement which can be transposed to the legal sphere. The moral proposition is that when someone has power, responsibility should be assigned to that person for bringing (or failing to bring) about certain outcomes.25

The proposition that power breeds (or should breed) responsibility seems to underlie much of international law. According to the dominant perspective, international law seeks to curb the unrestrained exercise of power. This idea is inherent in the notion of the international rule of law.26 In the law of responsibility, this idea is reflected in the fact that a state that effectively controls, directs, or coerces another actor, in principle can be held responsible for harm caused by other such actors.27

To understand the power-breeds-responsibility proposition in the context of international law, power needs to be conceptualized as a relational concept.28 The concept of power then refers to the ability of a state to get another actor to do what it wants, if needed even against its will.29 This conceptualization, shared in a large body of social and political science theory,30 obviously is only one of many ways to understand power.31 However, in situations of shared responsibility reliance on this relational concept seems particularly justified.

State responsibility in international law by definition presumes a relationship between a state and an actual author of an act, which necessarily is a natural person. It then can be said that the state that exercises power in relation to that author, makes that author to commit the wrong. It is on

27 See ARSIWA (n 10) arts 8, 17, 18.
28 Lake (n 7); Baldwin (n 7) 285-286; Strange (n 7).
29 See n 6 above.
31 See for a comprehensive overview Baldwin (n 7) and Morriss (n 18).
that ground that the state should then bear the responsibility for the harm, rather than (only) the author of the act. It can be observed in this context that there is a close connection between the power-causation connection, on the one hand, and the responsibility-causation connection, on the other. Through the exercise of power, an actor can cause another person to act in a particular way. It is precisely that causal relationship that underlies much of the law of responsibility, even though nowadays causation has mostly been incorporated into the normative notion of attribution.

The relational nature of power takes a different form in situations of shared responsibility, at least in those cases where such responsibility arises out of concerted action. What matters in such cases is not only the relation between a state and the author of an act, but also the relation between one state and another state (or international organization, as the case may be), that also stands in a relation to the author of a wrongful act. In this sense, we can speak of a doubling of power relationships that underlie the assignment of responsibility. The complications that derive therefrom will be further examined in section 4.

In this relational perspective, a key ground for assigning responsibility is that one actor may reduce the freedom to act of another actor. Here the concepts of power and responsibility converge. While the social and political science literature on power as a relational concept, on the one hand, the legal literature on responsibility, on the other, have developed along seemingly unconnected, this idea is strikingly common to both strands of literature. For instance, in his discussion of power, Weber refers to ‘the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite resistance’ There is a direct connection to the well-established idea that freedom is a basis for responsibility. This is also quite close to Ago’s idea that responsibility is directly related to the (loss of) freedom of a state to determine its

35 Nollkaemper and Jacobs (n 9) 368.
own course of action. If a state would remove such freedom of another state, the former state’s responsibility would remove the responsibility of the latter.\textsuperscript{38}

The general proposition that power breeds responsibility is reflected in several dimension in which the concept of responsibility can be ‘de-bundled’: jurisdiction, wrongfulness and attribution. Jurisdiction is relevant to responsibility since it is can be ‘a threshold criterion’ in relation to the applicability of obligations and responsibility.\textsuperscript{39} If so, power is critical for determining whether or not that threshold is passed, in particular when a state acts extra-territorially.\textsuperscript{40} This has been a constant in the practice of the ECtHR\textsuperscript{41} and to a lesser extent the Human Rights Committee (HRC).\textsuperscript{42} For instance, a state exercises jurisdiction if State's agents use force against particular individuals outside its territory\textsuperscript{43} or if it exercises effective control (and thus power) over a particular territory.\textsuperscript{44} The ECtHR’s holding that human rights obligations abroad can be ‘divided and tailored’ to reflect the nature of the state’s control.\textsuperscript{45}


\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Issa and others v Turkey} App no 31821/96 (ECtHR, 16 November 2004) para 66.


\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Al-Skeini v UK} App no 55721/07 (ECtHR, 7 July 2011).

\textsuperscript{44} ibid para 138. This principle echoes the statement of the ICJ in \textit{Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970)} [1971] ICJ Rep 16, 54, para 118, that physical control of territory is the basis of state liability.

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Al-Skeini} (n 43) para 137.
indicates that the degree of relational power is key to the applicability and scope of obligations, and thereby potentially for responsibility.\(^{46}\)

Power also can be relevant for determining whether and how states fail to perform a (due diligence) obligation in relation to other actors, whether private persons or other states. Power informs what a state should do or not do in order to perform an international obligation. What can be required from a state in a particular situation will depend on the power of a state in that situation - in particular on its capabilities.\(^{47}\) Thus, the ICJ held that the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) lacked control over the relevant territory and was for those reasons excused from engaging in significant preventive action.\(^{48}\) It should immediately be observed, though, that here power plays quite a different role – it involves a potential control over other actors rather than an actual control (see further section 3).

The power-breeds-responsibility connection can also be seen in the context of attribution. One aspect is that since the state as a collective body cannot act by itself, but can act only through human beings,\(^{49}\) the responsibility of the state by definition presumes a relationship between the state and the persons through which it acts. For state organs this relationship now is doctrinally hidden in and replaced by the formal concept of attribution of state organs.\(^{50}\) It is hardly useful for legal purposes to rely here on notions of power or causation. However, it is certainly possible to construe this relationship in terms of a relationship between a state that (from the perspective of international law) through factual means makes a person act in a particular way.\(^{51}\) This is in any case clear in situations of complete dependence, which transforms non-state actors into state organs.\(^{52}\) This is even clearer for acts by private persons, which may be attributed to the state if

---


\(^{48}\) *Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (Democratic Republic of the Congo v Uganda)* (Judgment) [2005] ICJ Rep 168, paras 301-304.

\(^{49}\) *Settlers of German Origin in Poland* (Advisory Opinion) [1923] PCIJ (ser B) No 6 (10 September) 22.


the state exercises factual (effective) control in relation to that other person. Relational power may, for instance, be relevant when a state exercises authority in relation to secessionist entities in the state concerned.

Finally, it is quite clear that the prime forms of attribution of responsibility as these apply both to states and international organizations, such as direction and control, coercion and circumvention, depend, in some form, on power. It is precisely the power relationship that justifies attributing responsibility not (only) to the author of an act, but to the state or organization exercising power.

It appears from the above that the power-responsibility interface has multiple dimensions. In the subsequent sections I will explore this diversity further, by focussing on the ambiguity of the concept of power (section 3), on the relational nature of power (section 4), and on the mutually constitutive relation between power and responsibility (section 5).

3. The ambiguities of power

Any quick reading of international relations literature reveals that the discipline lacks a common conception of power. This is bound to affect the understanding and application of the power-breed-responsibility proposition. Even if we have made a choice for a relational concept of power, excluding rivalling concepts, within this relational concept there is a wide diversity of meanings.

For instance, we can differentiate between the sources of power. Power may stem from material resources and economic wealth, as highlighted in the traditional ‘elements of national power’ approach, but also from information, norms, the law (e.g. the right to make laws) decision

---

53 ARSIWA (n 10) art 8.
making rules, institutional positions, and so on. We also can differentiate between the means of power, such as economic coercion, sanctions, provision of information, and the adoption of rules.

Relying on a typology developed by Barnett and Duvall, I will systematize the diverse forms of power that are relevant to responsibility along two dimensions. Other typologies are of course possible, but for present purposes this typology suffices to illustrate the diversity of power in its relationship to legal responsibility.

The first distinction concerns the different ways in which power is expressed. Here we can distinguish between, on the one hand, power expressed in the relations between actors (power of one actor vis-à-vis another actor), and, on the other hand, power of actors to do something, which is grounded, for instance, in capability. This latter form can be labelled constitutive power. Analytically, the latter form precedes the former, since the power expressed in relations between actors presumes, and is based on, a constitutive power to do something. However, it will appear that power as expressed in interactions is more directly relevant to the operation of the law of responsibility than constitutive power.

The second distinction concerns degrees of specificity in which power is exercised. Here we can distinguish between, on the one hand, the exercise of specific power in a particular instance (for instance, direction of a particular conduct) and, on the other hand, more general and diffuse power (for instance overall control over a particular actor). International law has tended to attribute more weight to the former exercise of power, but that may have come with the neglect of underlying, more general and diffuse dimensions of power.

Incorporating both dimensions in a matrix, we can identify four forms of power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of specificity</th>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Diffuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

61 Baldwin (n 7).
62 Barnett and Duvall (n 30) 12. The following typology is largely based on this work, but applies to the specific context of international responsibility.
63 *Bosnian Genocide* (n 52) paras 402-412.
### How power works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In interactions</th>
<th>Compulsory power</th>
<th>Institutional power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constitutive</strong></td>
<td>Structural power</td>
<td></td>
<td>Productive power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applied to the context of responsibility and more generally international law, the four resulting forms of power can be described as follows.

Compulsory power allows one actor to determine in a concrete situation the conduct of another.64 In the law of responsibility, effective control, direction and control and coercion are examples.65 These exercises of power are recognized in international law, but they need not be grounded in international law. Indeed, the exercise of for instance coercion may be in violation of international law. The ECtHR has said many times that a State's responsibility for conduct abroad may be engaged as a consequence of military action abroad ‘whether lawful or unlawful’.66 However, in particular cases legality may be a relevant component of the exercise of such power.67

Institutional power relates to the more diffuse forms by which one actor can exercise power over another actor.68 In the law of responsibility, examples are the notion of overall control69 and the complete dependence of one actor in relation to another actor.70 These forms of power do not see to control in a particular instance. Another possible example is the somewhat controversial concept of power to prevent as a basis for attribution. In the Srebrenica case, the Netherlands Supreme Court accepted that for determining whether the state had effective control over an act it was relevant whether 'the UN or the State had the power to prevent the conduct concerned.'71 Thus, the removal of Nuhanović and Mustafić from the compound could be attributed to the Netherlands, if the Netherlands was able to

---

64 Barnett and Duvall (n 30) 13.
65 ARSIWA (n 10) arts 8, 17, 18.
66 Ilascu (n 14) para 314. See also Issa (n 39) para 69.
67 In Al-Skeini, the Court observed that whether a state lawfully engages in conduct in another state can be relevant to the applicability of exceptions of territorial jurisdiction, Al-Skeini (n 43) para 135.
68 Barnett and Duvall (n 30) 15.
69 Prosecutor v Tadic (Judgment) ICTY-94-1 (26 January 2000).
70 Bosnian Genocide (n 52) para 400.
71 Netherlands (Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Foreign Affairs) v Nuhanovic, Final appeal judgment, ECLI/NL/HR/2013/BZ9225, ILDC 2061 (NL 2013), 12/03324, 6 September 2013, Supreme Court.
prevent that removal.72 This could be construed as a form for institutional power in relation to another actor, which may, in particular case, be transformed into compulsory power.

Structural power entails the constitutive relations that defines what particular actors can do.73 This power generally will be both of a factual and a legal nature. From the perspective of international law, we can place in this category jurisdiction (or ‘legal power’). Indeed, in international law, the normal meaning of jurisdiction relates precisely to legal power: the ‘lawful power to act’.74 Legal power may help a state to get others to do what it wants,75 but, in principle, in itself does not trigger its responsibility (even though it may be relevant for determining the obligations of a state and may carry a presumption of control).76 However, legal power will be only one dimension of structural power, and generally factual constellations will be more important. This already follows from the fact that the jurisdiction of the state emanates from, and is a manifestation of, statehood that in turn will rest on some form of effective, and thus factual, power over territory.77 Also in this category belongs the notion of capability, as that is relevant for the performance of (due diligence) obligations.78

---

72 See also T Dannenbaum, ‘With Power Comes Responsibility – Joint Ventures, Attribution, and Morality in International Law’ in P A Nollkaemper and D Jacobs (eds), Distribution of Responsibility in International Law (CUP 2014 forthcoming).
73 Barnett and Duvall (n 30) 20.
76 De Schutter (n 41) 218.
77 Al-Skeini (n 43) para 138. This principle echoes the statement of the ICJ in Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (n 44) 54, para 118, that physical control of territory is the basis of state liability.
Finally, productive power, closely related to structural power, relates to the bases on which a state can exercise longer term and more diffuse forms of control in relation to others.\textsuperscript{79} In international law, one could think of the power of states over international lawmaking or over particular international institutions, that more generally impact on other actors. This form of power is in particular relevant, as it may shape the specific legal rules that determine whether or not the exercise of a particular type of power in a concrete instance (coercion, soft power, influence) does or does not engage the responsibility of a state. In this sense, structural and productive power underlie the principles that link compulsory and diffuse power to responsibility.

Distinguishing between these different forms of power is more than a purely analytical exercise. The distinctions matter, in the sense that different forms of power may lead to different relationships with responsibility. Distinguishing between them yields analytic clarity on the conditions for each form of power, how these form relate to responsibility, and on how multiple forms can operate in complementary ways.\textsuperscript{80}

This latter point (complementarity) is key to shared responsibility. It follows from the above distinction, that multiple forms of power may apply in, or be relevant to, any particular situation. That is certainly the case when multiple actors are involved. For instance, effective control of territory (that to a certain degree may be a facet of structural power) by one state,\textsuperscript{81} may co-exist with use of force against a particular victim (compulsory power) by another.\textsuperscript{82} Likewise, attribution based on institutional power may coexist with attribution based on compulsory power. There is ground for accepting that, in such cases, dual attribution is possible,\textsuperscript{83} but the apportionment may well be influenced by the different forms of power.

\textsuperscript{79} Barnett and Duvall (n 30) 18.
\textsuperscript{80} Compare Baldwin (n 7).
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Al-Skeini} (n 43) para 138. This principle echoes the statement of the ICJ in \textit{Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia} (n 44) 54, para 118, that physical control of territory is the basis of state liability.
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Al-Skeini} (n 43).
The distinction between the boxes are not watertight, however, and some cases can be seen from two perspectives. The *Bosnian Genocide* case is an example.\(^8^4\) In the Court’s interpretation, the existence and application of states’ obligations to prevent genocidal acts by other actors depended in part on the power of the state in relation to the relevant actors.\(^8^5\) To some extent this may be a reflection of the structural power of a state ‘to do something’.\(^8^6\) But it also can be considered in terms of a diffuse power in relation to another actor (institutional power). The same can be said for comparable international obligations relating to other actors, as accepted by the ICJ,\(^8^7\) the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACtHR)\(^8^8\) and the ECtHR.\(^8^9\)

The picture that emerges is that between different dimensions of responsibility, considerable differences exist in terms of the nature of the power-responsibility relationship, and that these distinctions matter for determining and apportioning shared responsibilities. None of this refutes that power breeds responsibility, but it does suggests that a refinement of the proposition is useful. In any particular context, it will be needed to inquire into the nature of power, the possible interactions between different forms of power, and the combined impact on responsibility.

4. **The relational nature of power**

A second aspect in which the power-breeds-responsibility needs to be refined, concerns situations in which multiple states exercise power in relation to a particular person. In such cases we should inquire not only into the relation between a state and the author of an act, but also into

\(^{521–535}\); P A Nollkaemper, ‘Dual attribution: liability of the Netherlands for conduct of Dutchbat in Srebrenica’ (2011) 9 J Int Crim Just 1143–1157; Nuhanović (n 71) para 3.11.2; see also para 3.9.4.

\(^{84}\) *Bosnian Genocide* (n 52).

\(^{85}\) That also holds for the Court’s statement that the Genocide Convention imposes an obligation upon all states party ‘to employ all means reasonably available to them, so as to prevent genocide so far as possible’, ibid para 461 (emphasis added).

\(^{86}\) ibid para 430.


\(^{88}\) *The Mapiripán Massacre v Colombia*, Inter-American Court of Human Rights Series C No 134 (15 September 2005) para 114.

\(^{89}\) *Loizidou v Turkey* App no 15318/89 (ECtHR 23 March 1995).
the relation between one state and another state (or international organization), that both exercise power in relation to one or more authors of a wrongful act.

In these situations, it becomes clear that power is a relative phenomenon. The question is not so much whether a particular state holds power, but what the scope of its power is in relation to another actor. For instance, does the power of one actor in relation to the author of a wrongful act renders irrelevant, for legal purposes, the power of another actor in relation to that act? If so, the power of the latter actor does not breed responsibility at all as it is overruled by the power of the former actor. This perspective may enrich the rather simple power-breeds-responsibility proposition.

How power of multiple actors interacts, may differ between the different forms of power identified in the previous section. For instance, the exercise of institutional power or productive power by one state vis-à-vis another state is less likely to generate responsibility of the former state than compulsory power. Also, structural power of one state in relation to another state in itself may be unlikely to serve as a basis for attribution, but surely will underlie and help to understand compulsory power, and moreover is relevant in terms of jurisdiction and the performance of obligations.

A few examples illustrate the diversity of situations that may arise. In relation to jurisdiction, multiple states can exercise jurisdiction over a victim of a wrongful act. This holds for a situation where multiple states exercise extra-territorial jurisdiction, such as in the case Jaloud v the Netherlands where both the Netherlands and the United Kingdom exercised jurisdiction in Iraq, and the question of assignment of responsibility was contingent on the relative power between these states. The extraterritorial jurisdiction by one state also may coexist with the jurisdiction by the territorial state. Whether shared jurisdiction and shared responsibility result, depends on the relative power of the two states. In some cases, the exercise of power by the former state is such that the state that has territorial jurisdiction cannot exercise its jurisdiction. In Ilascu and others v. Moldova and Russia the Court held that ‘a State not in effective control of part of its territory could not really exercise territorial jurisdiction and sovereignty.’ In that case, there would be no shared jurisdiction, let alone shared responsibility. Whether or not this is the case, in

---

90 Ilascu (n 14).
91 ibid para 300.
the final analysis is a factual question, that depends on whether, at the time of the conduct complained of, the State authorities did or did not exercise effective control over the alleged victims.\textsuperscript{92}

As to wrongfulness, the notion of relative power seems less relevant. In situation where multiple states have an obligation to perform a due diligence obligation in relation to private actors or other states, both states could be responsible, quite irrespective of the distribution of power. This can be illustrated by the Judgment of the ICJ in the \textit{Bosnian Genocide} case.\textsuperscript{93} In the Court’s interpretation, all states can have an obligation to prevent, and potentially can be responsible for failing to prevent, genocidal acts committed by other actors. The Genocide Convention imposes an obligation upon \textit{all states party} ‘to employ all means reasonably available to them, so as to prevent genocide so far as possible.’ \textsuperscript{94} In this approach, the capacity of states to influence effectively the action of persons likely to commit, or already committing, genocide\textsuperscript{95} will differ between states, but, in principle, the power of one state need not affect the power of another.

However, in situations where the jurisdiction of two states overlaps, the question whether they can perform obligations may depend on an assessment of relative power. The ECtHR in \textit{Ilascu and others v. Moldova and Russia}\textsuperscript{96} appeared to adopt a relative concept of jurisdiction, in which jurisdiction would be a matter of degree determining the scope of the obligations of the State concerned.\textsuperscript{97} This seems problematic, since either a state exercises jurisdiction or it does not.\textsuperscript{98} But what could be said is that different degrees of power, in relationship to each other, determine what in any case can be required from a state. The fact that Moldova (only) had to ‘endeavor, with all the legal and diplomatic means available to it vis-à-vis foreign States and international organisations, to continue to guarantee the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Convention’\textsuperscript{99} surely was based on assessment of relative power.

\textsuperscript{92} ibid.
\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Bosnian Genocide} (n 52).
\textsuperscript{94} ibid para 430.
\textsuperscript{95} See on in capacity as a foundation for an actor’s role in protection: Orford (n 78)16; Pattison, ‘Assigning Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility to Protect’ (n 78) 176; Welsh and Banda (n 78) 218-219; Miller ‘The Responsibility to Protect Human Rights’ (n 78) 2-13.
\textsuperscript{96} \textit{Ilascu} (n 14).
\textsuperscript{97} De Schutter (n 41) 222.
\textsuperscript{98} Besson (n 41) 878.
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Finally, power also has an essentially relative nature in relation to attribution. In cases where a state is not responsible for its own acts, but can be responsible in connection with the wrongful act of another state,100 responsibility of the former state may or may not exclude responsibility of the latter state. Whether or not this is the case, essentially turns on the form and scope of power vis-à-vis that actor. For instance, in case of a state directing or controlling another state (compulsory power),101 the question may arise of whether the directing state is solely responsible, or whether this responsibility is shared with the dependent state. The question was answered in the former way by Ago102 and later Dominicé, who argued that it is only the controlling state that is responsible, ‘for it is either that the state is responsible for the act of another carried out under its direction or control, or the dependent state maintains a certain degree of freedom, in which case it is responsible for its own conduct’.103 The ILC seems to have decided otherwise,104 But in the case of coercion, it found that only the coercing state would be responsible,105 even though it may well be argued that even a coerced state has a degree of freedom that would justify the consideration of its international responsibility.106 None of this leads to the conclusion that the power-breeds-responsibility proposition is wrong. It does mean, however, that in the context of shared responsibility the proposition needs to be refined. Within this context the question is not so much whether power counts, but whose power counts, and how the power of one actor relates to, and is influenced by, the power of another actor. Just like responsibility, power is a relational phenomenon which, precisely as a result of its relational nature, has to be understood in relative terms.

5. The mutual influences of power and responsibility

100 ARSIWA (n 10) arts 16-18.
101 ARSIWA (n 10) art 18.
102 Ago (n 38) para 45.
103 Dominicé (n 38) 284-288.
104 ARSIWA (n 10) art 19.
105 This is at least suggested by the fact that coercion is a circumstance precluding wrongfulness under article 18 of ARSIWA.
The proposition that power breeds responsibility presumes a one-way relationship. In this respect too, the proposition needs to be refined to take account of a more complex, dialectical situation. This involves two aspects. The first is that power does not only breed responsibility, but also shapes the law that determines when exactly the exercise of power in any particular case triggers responsibility. The second aspects is that responsibility feed back on, and influence of power of relevant actors.

On the one hand, the assessment so far has focussed on how and on what grounds the exercise of power can lead to responsibility. But there is a another dimension to this relationship. Power also shapes the underlying law that determines in which situations, which forms of power trigger responsibility. This relates to what in the matrix in section 3 was labelled ‘productive power’, The question whether a state accepts an obligation, or a particular principle of responsibility, in the first place, and what that obligation or principle entails, depends in part on such productive power. The general point then is that responsibility in any given society is structured by the power relations that exist within that society. This certainly also holds for the international society.

On the other hand, responsibility, and the law in which it is embedded, feed back and may co-constitute power in the first place. As a general proposition, politics does not only underlie (and operate outside) the law, but also operates within, and is itself partially constituted by the law. This holds direct relevance for the power-responsibility relationship. We need to recall that power may stem not only from material resources such as military means or wealth, but also from an institutional position as well as from the normative framework in which a state is embedded. Such institutions and norms may feed back on power itself. Power than may be partially constituted by law. This would in particular seem relevant for what in the matrix was labelled ‘constitutive power’.

Here there are two points to make. First, the very assignment of responsibility to an actor may influence the distribution of roles and power between actors. The idea is that judgments on the responsibility of a particular actor for harmful conduct can lead these actors in the future to take
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into account the interests and actors that were affected, and alter its future role vis-à-vis such actors.\textsuperscript{110} A related point is that the distribution of responsibility underlies and can inspire political action and thereby the exercise of power.\textsuperscript{111} Of course, in international law this proposition rests on more than a few presumptions, and surely will not hold in each and every case, but the premise that responsibility can shape future conduct, roles and relations seem fundamental to the very existence and justification of this body of law.

The second point is that the law of responsibility, itself the product of power, feeds back to constitute and legitimize particular exercises of power. We have to recall that particular obligations do not only prohibit but also legitimize doing what is not prohibited.\textsuperscript{112} This applies equally to rules of responsibility. The prohibition on aid and assistance with regards to the commission of a wrongful act may, for instance, legitimize more than it prohibits.\textsuperscript{113}

The point also can be illustrated by the principles of jurisdiction in relation to extra-territorial conduct. The concept of jurisdiction is not an innocent intermediate variable between power and particular obligations that just renders these obligations applicable. Seen from another angle, jurisdiction functions as a hurdle that can break the otherwise applicable link between power and obligations, and that can have the effect of making it lawful for a state to engage in conduct abroad, infringing individual rights, when such conduct would be prohibited if the state were to act within its own territory. When the jurisdiction threshold is not met, the requirement of jurisdiction may shield the relevant actors from responsibility. Such a territorial distinction may be justified in relation to positive obligations, but it is problematic to introduce it to negative obligations.\textsuperscript{114} The ECtHR itself confirmed as much when it said that ‘Article 1 of the Convention cannot be interpreted so as to allow a State party to perpetrate violations of the Convention on the territory of another State, which it could not perpetrate on its own
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Yet, in other judgements, the Court construed requirements of jurisdiction in a way that had precisely the effect of shielding states from a responsibility that they would otherwise incur. *Bankovic* remains a noteworthy example.116

Another example of the legitimizing and constitutive effect of the principles of responsibility is the state-agent exception in the context of extra-territorial jurisdiction (that is: extra-territorial conduct need not be sufficient to bring a victim within the jurisdiction of a state, but that may be different in case of state-agent conduct vis-à-vis a victim). The cases brought to the ECtHR led the Court to articulate the State agent exception in the rather peculiar context of use of force. But surely the example of a State agent using force against a civilian is only one of many forms of power, and it is not at all obvious why this particular form of power rather than other forms would be required.117 In effect, the narrow category defined by the Court legitimizes other forms.

Where the threshold is not met, a state exercising power (that falls short of what is required for the exercise of jurisdiction) may in effect shift responsibility to one or more other states. In this respect the notion of jurisdiction can both enable determinations of shared responsibility, and justify the practice of blame-shifting.

Finally, also in the context of attribution we can observe that power may not only breed responsibility, but that a reverse relationship applies. The relatively high threshold that needs to be met before power actually engages responsibility in effect shields a wide diversity of exercises of power which impact on authors of wrongful acts. This surely holds for the exercise of soft power, defined as the ability to affect others ‘through the effective means of framing the agenda, persuading, and eliciting positive attraction in order to obtain preferred outcomes’.118 Also positive sanctions can surely represent an effective means to shape the conduct of others,119 yet do not lead to responsibility. The same holds for more diffuse forms of power, such as overall control. It was precisely the concern over the range of power not covered by effective control that prompted the International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTY) to opt for the
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less demanding standard of overall control in Tadic. The fact that the ICJ in the Bosnian Genocide reconfirmed effective control as the appropriate standard, confirms the shielding function of the standard of attribution, working against the proposition that power breeds responsibility. The high thresholds set by the ARSIWA and the ARIO make it perfectly possible that a state exercises (soft) power to influence private actors or other states, without this leading to attribution of such acts to the state and thus without leading to (shared) responsibility.

All of this will affect the application of the proposition that power breeds responsibility in the context of shared responsibility. International law has formulated the standards for jurisdiction, wrongfulness and attribution in such a way that power may be trigger, but that power also may be legitimized. In a multiparty setting, this may well mean that the power of some states may be legitimized, even though they contribute to the harmful outcome. The result may be that responsibility is shifted to other actors.

6. Conclusion

Generally speaking power is an important concept in explaining the allocation of responsibility between multiple parties. The concepts of jurisdiction, wrongfulness and attribution, all enable the possibility that multiple states may exercise power in relation to the author of wrongful act and that, via these concepts, the responsibility of these multiple states is engaged.

However, the proposition that ‘power breeds responsibility’ hides many nuances and complexities. Power can have multiple meanings, and these meanings may moreover differ for different dimensions of responsibility, such as jurisdiction, wrongfulness, and attribution. Differentiation is necessary and indeed can be helpful in articulating grounds for the distribution of responsibility among multiple actors.

It also was noted that the relational nature of power means that, in any case, in a shared responsibility setting, we need to understand power, in relative terms. Where one state exercises
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significant power, this may preclude the possibility that another state exercises jurisdiction, that that state can perform its obligations, or that conduct can be attributed to the latter state. Even though that latter state may still exercise some power, that power will not breed responsibility since it is trumped by the superior power of another state. The question is not so much whether power breeds responsibility, but whose responsibility, and how the power of multiple states interact.

Finally, while power may influence determinations of shared responsibility, we have observed that power can also work the other way. Power functions at two quite different levels (one, labelled here as productive power, pertaining to the establishment of the regimes of primary and secondary norms and one, for instance compulsory power, pertaining to the exercise of power within such regimes). Power may not only enable shared responsibility, but may also be constituted and legitimized by international law, thus shielding actors from responsibility, and thereby justifying blame-shifting.

It follows that power is best considered as a compound concept whose various dimensions may pull in different directions, and may differ in its meaning in relation to particular aspects of responsibility. In this respect, the proposition that power breeds responsibility may be valuable as both an explanatory and normative proposition, but needs to be refined if it is to be relevant for understanding the principles of international law pertaining to shared responsibility.